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This month, the TV 100 goes to 200. 

Using VideoAmp’s data from their nationwide network of 39 million homes and 63 
million devices, this report delves into the Top 200 television programs from the 
entire fourth quarter of 2023.

Sports dominated television in 4Q of last year, with 129 of the Top TV 200 
programs. The NFL is the sport that ate TV, with more than half of the 4Q TV 200. 
That said, while basketball was in season, not one NBA game (not even their 
highly hyped in-season tournament) made the top TV 200 in 4Q.

News continues to play a central starring role on TV, with 49 of the Top 200 
programs in 4Q. 60 Minutes continues to score big as a lead-out from football, as 
the most-watched news on TV. But David Muir and Lester Holt continue to 
demonstrate that the most-watched news programs each week are NOT on cable, 
but on broadcast TV – every weeknight.

The Fall TV schedule was pock-marked by the two Hollywood strikes, leaving TV 
devoid of new scripted programming in 4Q. However, despite an array of non-
scripted and entertainment programming, there were only 22 programs other 
than sports or news in the Top 200 of 4Q. And just three entertainment programs 
ranked in the 100 most watched shows of the quarter: Macy’s Thanksgiving 
Parade, The CMAs and Dick Clark’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve with Ryan Seacrest. 

As scripted fare reemerges in 1Q and football disappears, it will be interesting to 
watch the transformation of the most watched television on TV.

There were only 15 episodes of entertainment series in the Top TV 200 of 4Q, and 
14 of those were The Voice. Even more notable, not one episode of non-news 
appeared in the most-watched shows of any demographic other than 50+. 60 
Minutes ranks in the most-viewed programs for 18-34, 18-49 and 25-54, but The 
Voice, Dancing With the Stars and Golden Bachelor do not. 

183 of the top TV 200 programs in 4Q 2023 were live broadcasts. This seemed 
the inevitable destiny of broadcast television - big events and sports. Even with 
BIG audiences for live and sports, 4Q viewing numbers point to steep challenges 
if/when sports audiences move to streaming. Given the sports bundle announced 
by Disney, Warner Brothers Discovery, and FOX this week, that may be sooner 
rather later.
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OCTOBER FINDINGS CONT’D

The majority (53) of TV’s top 100 programs in October 
were sports.

However, a whopping 22 of the top 100 were ABC’s World 
News Tonight – making David Muir one of the most 
watched personalities in America. Five airings of NBC’s 
Nightly News ranked in the top 100. All five 60 Minutes 
episodes in October made the top 100.

Muir’s average viewership (6.1 million) is more than 2X the 
most watched cable news program. It should be noted that 
no cable news program appears in October’s 100 most 
viewed. With 37 programs in the top 100 the power of 
news in linear TV is quite notable. As much as cable news 
dominates the industry’s attention, current affairs 
programming which avoids punditry and screaming heads, 
tends to draw much larger audiences than many might 
think.

Also of significant note: The only entertainment shows to 
appear in the top 100 programs in October were The Voice 
with nine entrants, and Dancing with the Stars with one. 

The most watched scripted show in October was 
Yellowstone at #111. For those interested, The Golden 
Bachelor placed #115. 
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* The 2H 2023 will always 
get an asterisk for the 

strike season.

Even with that caveat, the dominance of 
sports and news in 4Q was impressive, 

and the lack of entertainment programs 
in the TV 200, despite the number of big 

shiny shows available, was not.
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54% of 4Q’s top 200 was the NFL. 
124 programs in the TV 200 in 4Q 
were either pro or college football.

ABC’s New Year’s Rockin’ Eve and 
CBS’s New Year’s Big Bash in 
Nashville were listed as two 
programs each, giving us four NYE 
programs in the TV 200.

5 of The Voice episodes in the TV 
200 were live, as were the Macy’s 
Parade, Christmas at Rock Center, 
The Golden Bachelor Finale, The 
CMAs, the New Year’s Eve shows, 
and all the episodes of ABC World 
News and NBC Nightly News. 

183 of the top TV 200 in 4Q 2023 
were live programming.
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Considering they had half as many games as FOX and CBS, NBC and ABC 
overperformed in the TV 200 with Prime Time football. FOX seems to have scored 
better than CBS with their slate of NFL games. 
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Combining ABC and ESPN, Disney had 72 of the 
Top 200 TV programs in 4Q 2023, far more than 
any other Media conglomerate. Of those, more 
than half were David Muir, 29 were Monday Night 
Football or MNF shoulder programming. Only one 
ABC top-ranked program, The Golden Bachelor 
Finale, was a series.

Of their 44 entries in the top 200, NBC had 14 
episodes of The Voice, 24 pieces of football 
programming, 4 airings of The Nightly News, a 
parade, and a Christmas Party. CBS’s 37 most-
watched shows were football (NFL and NCAA), 60 
Minutes and NYE in Nashville. 100% of FOX’s 42 
entries in the 4Q TV 200 were sports. 
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As the 
numbers 

demonstrate, 
the definition 
of Prime Time
continues to 

shift…

… Especially when you consider them in context of 
streaming TV.
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Not one
recurring
TV series

appears in
the top 100
for A18-34
or A18-49

in 4Q.

Sports took
all-but 3

spots in the 
A18-34

top 100 &
all-but 2

in the
A18-49

top 100.
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A25+: TOP 100 TV 4Q 2023
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While sports 
scored in all 

demos, older 
viewers are
key drivers
for News in

the top 200.
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